
Batman: The Joker Seven Halloween Costume Review
 

The Joker Seven may be the most recent release in the Batman movie franchise. I am

positive that you've seen the trailers and also have a general idea of what to expect. 

However, I'd love to go over some key facets of the movie to give it a much far more realistic

view. So without further disturbance, let's get going. 

 

First of all, we've established that The Joker is enthusiastic about violence, and that always

has a"blank" face no matter what the circumstance. In this picture, his face is splattered with

different unique colours and seems to become covered in paint. Find out more That is

performed in order to suggest the fact that the Joker might have been Batman's past victim,

and that he now uses the bat emblem as a means to flee. That is backed up by the fact that

The Joker was burnt alive when Batman burnt him at the close of the movie. For that reason,

we can assume that the color of his mask is actually a means to cover up his wounds. 

 

So far as weapons go, The Joker includes two guns which appear to be made out of metal

and have red neon lights attached with them. These firearms also appear to be quite realistic

appearing, as they fire several rounds of colorful ammunition. In addition, the Joker's right

hand (where he traces the purple glove) also appears to be injured, and has some loose

joints and ligaments in it. These mishaps are the things offer The Joker his distinctive

appearance and help give his costume the"old-age" appearance that is indeed

interchangeable with Batman films. 

 

The second element that gives The Joker his signature look is that his mask. It's apparent

that this mask was built to look like The Joker's actual face, and can be even partially

damaged, potentially losing more eyes. It's this mask that give you the most accurate

appearance to The Joker, and is probably the most recognizable aspect of his costume. It fits

him perfectly and really adds to the general effect of their look and feel of the costume. 

 

The Joker Seven's masks are quite colorful, and comprise a wide variety of bright colours.

They include a few black masks which, when seen from the Joker's particular mask, provide

an extremely spooky effect. The Joker Seven's masks also contain various clowns for the

sake of effect. Many of these are combined with an army of henchmen, that come dressed in

crimson outfits that contain lots of bright splashes of color. 

 

For the large part, the Joker Seven's costumes do feature conventional clown costumes. All

these are mostly orange, with black accents. They're all armed with cans of gas and in many

cases are wearing yellow, green and white clothing.  There's even a joker clown that's

featured in a number of the movie's paintings. It's interesting that such a cartoon image has

become a staple of costume lore, but the simple truth is the fact that the joker clown is

actually quite funny and quite interesting to see. This creates the joker hide and the

accompanying outfits quite attractive for audiences, particularly as it's apparent that they're

designed to be amusing. 
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The masks themselves are very detailed. Most contain bright orange and black colors, which

provide them sort of manly effect. A number of the masks even feature a number of distinct

eye designs, providing them with a three dimensional effect. It's fascinating to note that each

one the masks are very realistic looking, even when you compare these to the actual picture

variants of their characters. 

 

It's apparent that The Joker Seven includes a great deal of fanfare surrounding its release, in

addition to lots of merchandise tieins. Along with all of this, there's a comic book series based

on the picture, as well as a movie soundtrack to the movie. Many fans have expressed their

love for both the Joker Seven and the movie, also there isn't any doubt that many will watch

The Joker Seven because a definite mustsee picture this Halloween.


